
At 345 Technology we love working with Azure, and we 

know all too well some of the pitfalls that Azure customers 

face when integrating Azure with on-premise applications 

as part of a wider digital transformation.

The time to consider this is during your 

PoC. Don’t assume that your current 

integration technology will support all 

of the combinations of integration 

needed to deliver the required 

functionality and data.

Don’t let unexpected Azure 
integration challenges derail 

digital transformation.

What happens when 
integration isn’t 

considered up front?

What’s the best 
approach to Azure 

integration?

What can this approach deliver?
At 345 Technology, using these 

principles, we’ve delivered:

Integration technology 
can let you down

It’s always those trickiest 20% of integration 

challenges that can cause the largest delays. When 

working with Azure and on-premise systems, you are 

likely to run into unexpected security protocols, and 

you may require a depth of Azure integration 

experience you didn’t think you’d needed.

You may not have the 
required skill sets

When integration is poorly 

planned, and the required tools 

and skills are not evaluated, this 

naturally leads to unexpected 

costs. This typically occurs at the 

end of the project as they 

suddenly become showstoppers. 

Azure running costs can also be 

unpredictable until your 

integration challenge is proven 

to be solved.

Inaccurate integration 
cost prediction

Get in touch today to see how we can help Azure 

customers get there faster.

Register today for the Azure integration webinar for 

Microsoft Solution Architects.

Register now

� /company/345-technology/ 345.technology

For the complex 

integrations, find a way 

to easily package and 

define the required 

Azure integration 

capabilities.

For a major UK retailer, we built a 
PoC of their integration platform 
before their ERP implementation.
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Proactively set out all 

integration objectives, 

required tools and skills 

needed to complete the 

integration.
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Demonstrated some key use cases for 

integration, such as extracting data from an API.

Benefit

For a major UK insurer, created an early stage 
prototype integration platform connecting multiple 

policy admin and claims management systems.

Able to accurately forecast integration development and 

Azure running costs for the entire project up front.

Benefit

For a UK-based 3PL, up front involvement 
of specialist Azure integration architects 

during ERP implementation planning.

Continuous validation of integration capabilities needed to 

ensure costs remain predictable and project runs on time.

Benefit

345 AIR is a ready-made package for implementing our 

Azure reference architecture that makes it easier for 

Azure customers to run integration scenarios, PoC and 

production builds.

Using 345 AIR you can confidently say how long their 

integration projects will take, show how to secure 

them and tell customers how much they cost. This all 

makes it easier for the customer to buy an Azure 

integration solution.
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https://events.teams.microsoft.com/event/b4670feb-fd35-480b-b43f-c7412bb73165@ca2d4186-9a44-49c0-a437-c7c7bbca555e
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